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Welcome to the 2008 Third Annual i Schools Conference,  
i Futures: Systems, Selves, Society, bringing together scholars  
and professionals who are working at the nexus of information,  
technology, and people. 
The i Schools Caucus and the i Conference Planning Committee are  
delighted to offer more than 90 presentations, including invited  
speakers, paper sessions, posters, roundtables, and wildcards. A doctoral colloquium,  
mentoring for junior faculty, and a special visit to the Getty Research Institute will  
provide additional opportunities for learning and sharing, celebrating our multidisciplinary  
efforts to understand and create the future roles of information  in our society.  
The UCLA Graduate School of Education & Information Studies is honored to host this  
year’s event.  May your time here be stimulating and rewarding.
Aimée Dorr
Dean, UCLA Graduate School of Education & Information Studies
elizAbeth D. liDDy
Featured Guest Speaker, Thursday, February 28th
Elizabeth D. Liddy is Interim Dean and Trustee Professor in the School of  
Information Studies at Syracuse University. In 1999, she was appointed  
director of the school’s Center for Natural Language Processing, which  
advances the development of human-like language understanding software  
capabilities for government, commercial, and consumer applications. Liddy is  
also an adjunct professor at Upstate Medical University, where she conducts research on medical 
informatics. Liddy has led 65 research projects, with the support of numerous government  
agencies and commercial enterprises. In addition, she is a co-inventor on five patents in the  
area of natural language processing (NLP). Among her many honors, Liddy is a recipient of the  
Tibbetts Award from the SBIR Program of the U.S. Small Business Administration (1998), the  
Enterprise Award for Technology from the Upstate New York Technology Business Forum (1998), 
and the Outstanding Alumni Award from Syracuse University (2000). She holds a bachelor’s  
degree in English Language and Literature from Daemen College and a M.L.S. in Information  
Studies and a Ph.D. in Information Transfer, both from Syracuse University.
ChriStA PhilliPS
Featured Guest Speaker, Saturday, March 1st
Christa Phillips, better known by her online persona “TriXie,” is the Community 
Editor at Xbox.com where she manages columnists, interviews gamers, covers 
industry events such as E3 and Tokyo Game Show, and runs Xbox LIVE program-
ming events Frag Doll Friday, Family Game Night, and Xbox All-Nighter. She also 
manages and co-founded GamerchiX, an international group for women who play video games. 
Since the group began in June 2006, GamerchiX membership has grown to over 4,300 women in 
32 countries. GamerchiX has been featured in the Los Angeles Times, The Escapist.com, and The 
Chicago Tribune. Phillips has been in the games industry for 13 years. She began her career as an 
assistant editor at InterAction magazine, and then became a packaging and advertising copywriter 
at Sierra On-Line before coming to Xbox in 2002 where she worked on the launches of Xbox LIVE, 
Xbox 360, Halo 2 and Halo 3. Her interests include reading, music, raising her two kids, and of 
course, playing video games.
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This year’s conference was made possible only through the dedicated work 
and support of many individuals and organizations. A very special thanks 
to every individual who submitted a proposal to the conference and to our 
dedicated proposal reviewers. Thanks as well to the following:
 
SPonSorS
 
 
Getty muSeum PreSentAtion AnD reCePtion
 Susan Allen
 Kenneth Hamma
i SChoolS ConFerenCe PlAnninG Committee, SPeCiAl thAnkS:
 Anne Gilliland, University of California, Los Angeles
 Debra Richardson, University of California, Irvine
 Paul Solomon, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
 John Unsworth, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champagne
DoCtorAl Colloquium
 Jonathan Furner, University of California, Los Angeles
Junior FACulty mentorinG
 Leah Lievrouw, University of California, Los Angeles
 Steve Sawyer, Pennsylvania State University
ConFerenCe PlAnninG AnD GrAPhiCS
 Ron Dietel, University of California, Los Angeles
 Angela De Cenzo, University of California, Los Angeles
 Judy K. Lee, University of California, Los Angeles
 Leslie Lewis, University of California, Los Angeles
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Doctoral Colloquium supported by national Science Foundation 
Session Chair: Jonathan Furner
The Colloquium will bring together a selected group of outstanding doctoral students (with  
i School-type interests but not necessarily in a school that is a member of the i School Caucus)  
for workshops with faculty. 
• Covel Commons, West Coast room & South bay room
Doctoral Colloquium Dinner/evening Program supported by  
national Science Foundation 
Session Chair: Jonathan Furner
Dinner for colloquium members followed by additional activities.
• Covel Commons, West Coast room & South bay room 
 
Wednesday, February 27th
Pre-ConFerenCe oPPortunitieS by invitAtion 
1:00 – 5:00 pm 
5:15 – 8:00 pm 
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table of contents
Conference registration 
Participants will pick up their conference packets, final agenda, and name badges just outside  
of the Grand Horizon Room on the 3rd floor of Covel Commons.  
• Covel Commons, Grand horizon room
Poster Sessions
Session Chair: Jonathan Furner. Authors will present 30 posters related to new and  
promising research results and/or current design projects. Posters will remain available  
for viewing from 11:30 am to 5:30 pm. Posters must be taken down 5:30-5:45 pm on  
Thursday, February 28. 
• Covel Commons, Grand horizon room, Salons eFG
Conference Welcome luncheon with keynote Speaker elizabeth D. liddy
UCLA Graduate School of Education & Information Studies Dean Aimée Dorr will welcome  
attendees to this year’s i Schools’ conference. Michael Eisenberg, from the University of  
Washington, will introduce the keynote speaker, Elizabeth D. Liddy, Dean of the School of  
Information Studies at Syracuse University.  
• Covel Commons, Grand horizon room, Salon AbCD
Afternoon break  : :  Covel Commons, Grand horizon terrace
early Afternoon breakout Sessions
Topics will range from information technologies and networking to information law  
and preservation. 
 
➤ PAPer SeSSion #1: SeSSion Chair: John UnSworth • De neve Plaza b  
➤ PAPer SeSSion #2: SeSSion Chair: Jenny PreeCe • bradley room 217 
 
➤ WilDCArD SeSSionS #1 - #4: 
I
Afternoon break  : :  Covel Commons, Grand horizon terrace
Junior Faculty mentoring  : :  Covel Commons, northridge room
Session Chairs: Leah A. Lievrouw and Steve Sawyer.  
By invitation only.  
Thursday, February 28th Thursday, February 28th
8:00 am – noon
9:00 – 11:30 am
noon - 1:30 pm
1:30 - 2:00 pm
2:00 – 3:30 pm
3:30 – 4:00 pm
4:00 – 5:30 pm
Discipline Forma-
tion and the Field 
of Information.
(WC1) Is There a Cloud 
in Your Future? Applica-
tions of “Cloud Com-
puting” to Web-scale 
Problems.  
•  Covel Commons,  
West Coast room
(WC2) Author  
Meets Critics:  
Sandra Braman.  
•  Covel Commons,  
South bay room
(WC3) How Public Is the In-
ternet? A Conversation on the 
Nature of Human Interactions 
Online and the Implications 
for Research Methods.  
•  De neve Plaza,  
Sycamore room
(WC4) Narratives of  
Engagement: Working  
at the Intersections of 
Information, Social,  
and Domain Science.  
•  Covel Commons,  
northridge room
One iSchool’s Ideas and Identity: 
Doctoral Training and Research  
at Rutgers-SCILS 1959-2007.
iSchools: Mice Roaring 
or the Future is Now 
Arriving?
iSchool Curricula: 
How Wide?  
How Deep?
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Indigenous Peoples’ 
Rights to Culture 
and Individual 
Rights to Access.
Tracing Transnational Flows 
of IT Knowledge through 
Open Exchange of Software 
Development Know-how.
Prim Drift, CopyBots, and 
Folk Preservation: Three 
Copyright Parables about 
Art in the Digital Age.
Culture at the Interface: 
Collaborative Design and 
Information Management with 
Indigenous Communities.
late Afternoon breakout Sessions 
Sessions continue to explore the conference themes and beyond. 
➤ PAPer SeSSion #3: SeSSion Chair: Brian Cantwell Smith • De neve Plaza b  
 
➤ WilDCArD SeSSionS: #5 - #8:  
microsoft® reception
Join colleagues, mentors, and researchers on the Grand Horizon Terrace overlooking the  
UCLA campus. Refreshments and hors d’oeuvres will be served.
• Covel Commons, Grand horizon terrace
Dinner on your own
UCLA buses will transport you to your hotel or to Westwood, where you may dine at a fine  
restaurant of your choice. Or make an optional visit to UCLA’s Hammer Museum with an  
outstanding collection of both contemporary and traditional art. The return trip to your hotel 
from a restaurant or the Hammer Museum will be on your own.
Continental breakfast  : :  Covel Commons, Grand horizon terrace
early morning Concurrent Sessions (also on next page) 
➤ PAPer SeSSion #4: SeSSion Chair: marCia BateS • Covel Commons, northridge room  
➤ PAPer SeSSion #5: SeSSion Chair: olivia FroSt • Covel Commons, South bay room 
➤ PAPer SeSSion #6: SeSSion Chair: StePhen hirtle • Covel Commons, West Coast room
Thursday, February 28th
Friday, February 29th
Privacy and Participation in 
Ubiquitous Information Systems: 
Information Ethics when Mobile 
Phones are Sensors
Understanding del.icio.us Tag 
Choice Using Simulations
An Exploration of 
the Use of Games in 
Virtual Worlds for 
Online Education
Technical Authorship: Refiguring 
the Designer-user Conflict and 
the Visioning of Collective  
Technical Futures
Approaches to Semantic Markup for 
Natural Heritage Literatures
Information Practices to 
Sustain Knowledge Building: 
The Case of the Virtual Math 
Teams Online Community
The d-School in the 
i-School: HCI and 
Design Research
Reframing Book Publishing in  
the Age of Networking
Designing e-Learning Games 
on Cellphones to Promote 
Language Learning and Liter-
acy in the Developing World
In the Spirit of 
Collaborating
Information Dissemination 
and Information Assurance 
in Vehicular Networks
4:00 - 5:30 pm
5:30 – 7:00 pm
7:00 pm
8:00 - 8:30 am
8:30 - 10:00 am
 
(WC5) Bridging Discourses:  
Exploring the Relationship be-
tween Information Technologies 
and International Development  
•  Covel Commons,  
South bay room
(WC6) iSchools and 
Undergraduate  
Education  
•  Covel Commons,  
West Coast room
(WC7) iSchools in Central 
and South Europe: Develop-
ments and Challenges of 
Cooperation  
•  De neve Plaza,  
Sycamore room
(WC8) Can iSchools  
Fulfill Their Mission 
without Archival Studies?  
• bradley room 217
The Role of the 
Arts in an iSchool 
Education
Community Identity: Peer 
Prestige and Academic 
Hiring in the iSchools
“Just Me in a Closet with a Computer”: 
Student Perceptions of Undergraduate 
Information Technology Programs
Taylor’s Value-added 
Model: Still Relevant 
After All these Years
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early morning Concurrent Sessions (Continued) 
➤ rounDtAble SeSSionS #1 - #5: 
➤ WilDCArD SeSSionS #9 - #10:
morning break  : :  Covel Commons, Grand horizon terrace
late morning Concurrent Sessions 
➤ PAPer SeSSion #7: SeSSion Chair: harry BrUCe • De neve Plaza b
➤ rounDtAble SeSSionS #6 - #10: 
  
➤ WilDCArD SeSSionS #11 - #14:
lunch  : :  Sunset village Dining hall
Junior Faculty mentoring and lunch  : :  De neve Plaza A 
Session Chairs: Leah A. Lievrouw & Steve Sawyer.  
By invitation only.
Doctoral Colloquium Group lunch  : :  Sunset village Dining hall 
By invitation only.
Friday, February 29th
8:30 - 10:00 am
10:00 - 10:30 am
10:30 - noon
noon - 1:30 pm
noon - 1:30 pm
noon - 1:30 pm
(rt1) The Globalization of Education 
for Digital Librarianship—Implications 
for iSchools in North America  
•  Covel Commons,  
Grand horizon room, Salon b 
(rt2) Intersectionality and  
Interdisciplinarity: Information 
Studies and Studies of the “Other” 
•  Covel Commons,  
Grand horizon room, Salon C 
(rt3) Mediating Intimacy:  
Navigating Friendships, Family  
Ties, and Romantic Relationships  
with Communication Technologies 
•  Covel Commons,  
Grand horizon room, Salon D 
(rt4) Information Assurance, Intelligence and Security: 
Opportunities and Directions for Future Research 
•  Covel Commons, Grand horizon room, Salon e
(rt5) Beyond the Qualitative/Quantitative Split:  
Alternate Forms of Research in the Information Space 
•  Covel Commons, Grand horizon room, Salons FG 
(WC9) Research Perspectives on  
Social Tagging
•  De neve Plaza b
(WC10) iSchool Proposal for Themed Wildcard Session on  
New Information Systems Methods 
• De neve Plaza A 
Reconsidering the Practical Application 
of Facets on the Web
The Social (Tagging) Act of Reading FRBR as an Interdisciplinary 
High-middle Range Theory
(rt6) Whose Turn is It? Research  
on Gaming in the iSchools  
•  Covel Commons,  
Grand horizon room b 
(rt7) iSchools in the Greater  
Community 
•  Covel Commons,  
Grand horizon room C 
(rt8) Young People and Technologies:  
Fostering Transformative Experiences 
•  Covel Commons,  
Grand horizon room D 
(rt9) Bridging the Divide Between Theory and  
Practice in ICT for Development 
•  Covel Commons, Grand horizon room, Salon e
(rt10) Information: Transforming the World  
through Better Communications 
•  Covel Commons, Grand horizon room, Salons FG 
(WC11) CHI, ICIS, SIGIR and  
Numerous Other Outlets that Won’t 
Accept My Work: The Perils of Pub-
lishing Multidisciplinary Research?  
•  Covel Commons,  
northridge room
(WC12) Mapping  
the Design Space  
of Design Education  
in iSchools 
•  Covel Commons,  
West Coast room
(WC13) Let’s Get Wild: Building 
a National Research and Service 
Agenda for Community  
Technologies and Networking 
•  Covel Commons,  
South bay room
(WC14)  
Info-scavengers 
• De neve Plaza A
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Friday, February 29th
early Afternoon Concurrent Sessions 
➤ PAPer SeSSion #8: SeSSion Chair: DeBra riCharDSon • Covel Commons, northridge room 
➤ PAPer SeSSion #9: SeSSion Chair: BrUCe Kingma • Covel Commons, West Coast room
➤ PAPer SeSSion #10: SeSSion Chair: DoUg oarD • De neve Plaza b
➤ rounDtAble SeSSionS #11 - #14: 
➤ WilDCArD SeSSionS #15 - #17:
the Getty Center
Board buses for a visit to the Getty Research Institute and an evening at the Getty Museum.  
This special event features a program from Getty Research Institute (GRI) speakers, followed by  
a reception. Conference participants may dine at the Getty Café or Restaurant (reservations needed 
for the Restaurant) or, visit the GRI and/or Museum galleries until 9 pm. 
Continental breakfast  : :  northwest Campus Auditorium Patio
keynote Presentation by Christa Phillips, Xbox.com, microsoft® Corporation
• northwest Campus Auditorium
morning break  : :  northwest Campus Auditorium Patio
Plenary Concluding Session  : :  northwest Campus Auditorium 
Panelists to be announced.
1:30 - 3:00 pm
3:00 pm
8:00 - 9:00 am
9:00 - 10:30 am
10:30 - 11:00 am
11:00 - noon
Saturday, March 1st
Whose Data Do You Trust?  
Integrity Issues in the  
Preservation of Scientific Data
Ethics and the Undergraduate
Community Informatics
The Role of e-Infrastructures in 
the Transformation of Research 
Practices and Outcomes
Event-Driven 
Productivity 
Infrastructure
An Exploration of the 
Life Cycle of eScience 
Collaboratory Data
(rt11) Science and  
Technology Studies  
(STS) in iSchools 
•  Covel Commons,  
Grand horizon room, 
Salon b
(rt12) The Role of 
iSchools in Medical  
Informatics 
•  Covel Commons,  
Grand horizon room, 
Salon C
(rt13) Social  
Network Analysis 
•  Covel Commons,  
Grand horizon 
room, Salon D
(rt14) Training, Integration,  
and Identity: A Roundtable  
Discussion of Undergraduate  
and Professional Master’s  
Programs in iSchools 
•  Covel Commons,  
Grand horizon room, Salon e
(WC15) Okay, Facebook Me:  
Exploring Behavior, Motivations  
and Uses in Social Network Sites  
•  De neve Plaza A 
(WC16) What to Do with Geeks and 
Nerds? A Collaborative Website  
Analysis Workshop 
•  Covel Commons,  
Grand horizon room, Salons FG 
(WC17) Information Credibility: Let’s 
Get Serious (and Have Some Fun Too!) 
•  Covel Commons, South bay room
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PoSter #1 
Federal Funding for information  
research
Trudi Bellardo Hahn
University of Maryland; thahn@umd.edu
topics: nature and scope of iSchools  
and iResearch
keywords: federal funding, research
PoSter #2 
From Cultural Participation to informa-
tion visualization: A new Framework for 
old knowledge management Schemas
Theodore Patrick Milas
Florida State University; pmilas@fsu.edu
topics: cultural information systems, in-
formation organization, information tech-
nology and services for under-addressed 
communities, nature and scope of iSchools 
and iResearch 
keywords: knowledge management, non-
Western social informatics
PoSter #3 
“Community innovativeness”: A new 
Perspective on knowledge Creation
Benjamin Addom
Syracuse University; bkaddom@syr.edu
topics: community techologies and 
networking, information technology and 
services for under-addressed communities 
keywords: community informatics,  
innovation, knowledge generation
PoSter #4 
Why leave Wikipedia?
Lian Jian and Jeffrey K. MacKie-Mason
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor;  
ljian@umich.edu
topics: community techologies and 
networking, information organization, 
information management, information 
policy, ethics and law 
keywords: user-contributed-content, 
community management systems
PoSter #5 
beyond the Digital Divide into  
Computer-mediated Communications:  
A Content Analysis of the role of  
Community Weblogs in building  
oldenburg’s virtual third Places  
in black America
Frank Igwe
Pennsylvania State University;  
frankigwe@hotmail.com
topics: community techologies and 
networking, cultural information systems, 
information technology and services for 
under-addressed communities 
keywords: HIV/AIDS, blogs, community, 
third place, social support, content  
analysis, African-American 
 
 
PoSter #6 
older Adults and information technol-
ogy: the Current State of research and 
Future Directions
Johanna L. H. Birkland and Michelle L. 
Kaarst-Brown
Syracuse University; jlbirkla@syr.edu
topics: information technology and ser-
vices for under-addressed communities, 
other 
keywords: older adults, seniors, elderly, 
information technology
PoSter #7 
A Preliminary Consumer health  
information-seeking (Chi-seeking) 
behavior model of Physicians Who  
treat elderly Depressed Patients  
(results from the Pilot Study of a  
Dissertation Proposal)
Mary Jo Dorsey
University of Pittsburgh; mjd21@pitt.edu
topics: information technology and ser-
vices for under-addressed communities 
keywords: information-seeking behavior, 
consumer health information, models, 
physicians, seniors
PoSter #8 
Developing an organizational model  
and technical implementation Plan for 
Wireless mesh networks in Sao tome 
and Principe, West Africa
Christopher J. Ritzo
University of Illinois at  
Urbana-Champaign; critz1@uiuc.edu
topics: community techologies and 
networking, information infrastructure 
development, information technology and 
services for under-addressed communities 
keywords: wireless mesh networks,  
community informatics, digital divide, in-
formation society, Sao Tome and Principe
PoSter #9 
interactive machine learning (iml) 
markup of oCr Generated text by  
exploiting Domain knowledge:  
A biodiversity Case Study
Qin Wei and P. Bryan Heidorn
University of Illinois at  
Urbana-Champaign; qinwei2@uiuc.edu
topics: community techologies and 
networking, information infrastructure 
development, other 
keywords: Interactive Machine Learning, 
biodiversity informatics, evaluation of IML, 
information extraction, automatic markup 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PoSter #10 
Post-disaster information infrastructure: 
the 1989 loma Prieta earthquake
Megan Finn
University of California, Berkeley;  
megfinn@ischool.berkeley.edu
topics: community techologies and 
networking, information infrastructure 
development, other 
keywords: disasters, information infra-
structure, information ecologies, social 
studies of information, sociology of 
information
PoSter #11 
towards a Data and workflow  
Collaboratory for research on  
Free and open Source Software  
and its Development
James Howison, Kevin Crowston, and 
Megan Conklin
Syracuse University; Elon University;  
jhowison@syr.edu
topics: information infrastructure devel-
opment, preserving digital information 
keywords: cyberinfrastructure,  
repositories
PoSter #12 
towards a model of Determinants  
of Web Services Platform Adoption  
by Complementers
Joseph B. Rubleske
Syracuse University; jrublesk@gmail.com
topics: information infrastructure  
development 
keywords: software platforms, web  
services, adoption, network effects, 
complementarities
PoSter #13 
ChemXSeer: An eScience Web Search 
engine and repository for Chemistry
C. Lee Giles, Prasenjit Mitra, Karl Muller, 
James Kubicki, Barbara Garrison,  
James Z. Wang, Bingjun Sun, Ying Liu, 
Qingzhao Tan, Levent Bolelli,  
Xiaonan Lu, Anuj Jaiswal, Kun Bai,  
Isaac Councill, William Brouwer,  
Juan Fernandez, and Joel Bandstra
Pennsylvania State University;  
giles@ist.psu.edu
topics: community techologies and 
networking, information infrastructure 
development, information organization, 
preserving digital information 
keywords: e-Science, chemistry,  
cyberinfrastructure, information retrieval, 
data extraction 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Poster Sessions
SeSSion ChAir: Jonathan Furner  •  time: thursday 9:00 am  •  loCAtion: Grand horizon rooms eFG
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PoSter #14 
Stability and Change in Self-organizing 
technology-supported Groups: evidence 
from Genres of Communication in Free 
and open Source Software Development
James Howison
Syracuse University; jhowison@syr.edu
topics: community techologies and  
networking, other 
keywords: genres of online  
communications, distributed teams,  
organizational change
PoSter #15 
the impacts of Gender and initial  
Social Activities on trust and  
Performance in CmC
Xiaoning Sun
Drexel University;  
xiaoning.sun@ischool.drexel.edu
topics: other 
keywords: gender, computer-mediated 
communication, trust, Instant Messaging
PoSter #16 
healthcare informatics: Supporting  
Collaborative Sensemaking in the  
emergency Department
Sharoda A. Paul
Pennsylvania State University;  
spaul@ist.psu.edu
topics: other 
keywords: healthcare informatics, ICTs in 
healthcare, computer-supported coopera-
tive work, collaborative systems, sense-
making
PoSter #17 
Support Sense-making with tools  
for Structuring a Conceptual Space
Pengyi Zhang
University of Maryland; pengyi@umd.edu
topics: information organization,  
information management 
keywords: sense-making tools,  
conceptual structure, user-centered  
design and evaluation
PoSter #18 
Deriving ontology from Folksonomy  
and Controlled vocabulary
Miao Chen and Jian Qin
Syracuse University; mchen14@syr.edu
topics: information organization 
keywords: ontology, folksonomy, tag, 
controlled vocabulary, vector space
PoSter #19 
the impact of Documentation  
on Secondary Data use
Jinfang Niu
University of Michigan; niujf@umich.edu
topics: information organization 
keywords: secondary data use,  
documentation, data sharing, metadata 
 
 
PoSter #20 
Proposal of Document Classification 
with Word Sense Disambiguation
Xiaozhong Liu
Syracuse University; xliu12@syr.edu
topics: information organization, other 
keywords: Document classification,  
WSD, NLP
PoSter #21 
Group maintenance behaviors in  
Self-organizing Distributed teams
Na Li, Michael John Scialdone, Robert 
Heckman, and Kevin Crowston
Syracuse University; nli@syr.edu
topics: community techologies and net-
working 
keywords: group maintenance, self-orga-
nizing distributed team, FLOSS, politeness 
theory, content analysis
PoSter #22 
longitudinal Analysis of Freshman 
Adoption of Facebook.com
Frederic Stutzman
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill; 
fstutzman@gmail.com
topics: community techologies and net-
working, other 
keywords: Facebook, social networks, 
identity, friendship, data
PoSter #23 
Cyber Java monopoly: Game-based  
Approach of Collaborative  
Programming language learning
I-Han Hsiao and Yi-Ling Lin
University of Pittsburgh; ihh4@pitt.edu
topics: community techologies and net-
working 
keywords: game-based learning, collab-
orative learning, programming language 
learning
PoSter #24 
the Collaborative information  
behavior of middle School Students  
in online learning environments:  
An exploratory Study
Nan Zhou and Denise Agosto
Drexel University;  
nan.zhou@ischool.drexel.edu
topics: community techologies and net-
working, Other 
keywords: collaborative information 
behavior, computer-supported collabora-
tive learning
PoSter #25 
A visual map of Public mementos  
and Conjectures
Alberto Pepe
University of California, Los Angeles; 
apepe@ucla.edu
topics: cultural information systems, 
information organization, information 
policy, ethics and law 
keywords: information visualization, 
mood analysis, data mining
PoSter #26 
to Catch a Predator?  
the mySpace moral Panic
Alice E. Marwick
New York University;  
alice.marwick@nyu.edu
topics: community techologies and net-
working, information policy, ethics and law 
keywords: social networking, information 
policy, moral panics, internet filtering
PoSter #27 
Conversation repository for  
Participatory librarianship
Keisuke Inoue
Syracuse University; kinoue@syr.edu
topics: Community techologies and  
networking, information organization 
keywords: information seeking behavior, 
information retrieval, Web 2.0, discourse 
analysis, conversation theory
PoSter #28 
Watching organizational opinion  
via Social tagging
Terrell Russell
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill; 
unc@terrellrussell.com
topics: community techologies and 
networking, information organization, 
information management 
keywords: expertise, organizations,  
tagging, folksonomy
PoSter #29 
behavorial Parameters of trustworthi-
ness for Countering insider threats
Shuyuan Mary Ho
Syracuse University; smho@syr.edu
topics: information assurance and  
security 
keywords: trustworthiness, insider 
threats, personnel anomaly detection
PoSter 30# 
incentive Design for home  
Computer Security
Rick Wash and Jeffrey King MacKie-Mason
University of Michigan; rwash@umich.edu
topics: information assurance and  
security 
keywords: security incentives,  
economics design
Poster Sessions
SeSSion ChAir: Jonathan Furner  •  time: thursday 9:00 am  •  loCAtion: Grand horizon rooms eFG
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PAPer SeSSion #1 
Session Chair: John Unsworth  
Thursday, 2:00 - 3:30 pm 
Location: De Neve Plaza, Rm B
Discipline Formation and the Field  
of information
Fran Miksa
University of Texas at Austin;  
miksa@ischool.utexas.edu
topics: information organization, nature 
and scope of iSchools and iResearch 
keywords: discipline formation,  
tradition, information organization,  
field of information
one iSchool’s ideas and identity:  
Doctoral training and research  
at rutgers-SCilS 1959-2007
Hartmut B. Mokros
Rutgers University;  
mokros@scils.rutgers.edu
topics: nature and scope of iSchools 
and iResearch 
keywords: education, doctoral training, 
research, iSchools
iSchools: mice roaring or the Future  
is now Arriving?
Steve Sawyer and Howard Rosenbaum
Pennsylvania State University;  
Indiana University; sawyer@ist.psu.edu
topics: nature and scope of iSchools 
and iResearch, other 
keywords: iSchools, institutions, faculty, 
graduate students
iSchool Curricula: how Wide? how Deep?
Richard A. Thompson
University of Pittsburgh;  
thompson@sis.pitt.edu
topics: nature and scope of  
iSchools and iResearch 
keywords: curriculum,  
telecommunications
PAPer SeSSion #2 
Session Chair: Jenny Preece 
Thursday, 2:00 - 3:30 pm 
Location: Bradley, Rm 217
indigenous Peoples’ rights to Culture 
and individual rights to Access
Kristy Kay Mathiesen
University of Arizona;  
kmathies@email.arizona.edu
topics: information policy, ethics and law 
keywords: human rights, cultural  
property, indigenous, philosophy,  
intellectual freedom
tracing transnational Flows of it 
knowledge through open exchange  
of Software Development know-how
Susan Elliott Sim and Kavita Philip
University of California, Irvine;  
ses@ics.uci.edu
topics: information policy, ethics and 
law, information technology and services 
for under-addressed communities 
keywords: software engineering,  
India, ethnography, history
Prim Drift, Copybots, and Folk  
Preservation: three Copyright  
Parables about Art in the Digital Age
Kari M. Kraus
University of Maryland;  
karimkraus@gmail.com
topics: cultural information systems, 
information policy, ethics and law, other 
keywords: second life, virtual worlds, 
intellectual property, arts and humanities
Culture At the interface: Collaborative 
Design and information management 
with indigenous Communities
Kimberly Christen, Craig Dietrich,  
and Ramesh Srinivasan
Washington State University; University 
of Iowa; University of California,  
Los Angeles; kim.christen@gmail.com
topics: cultural information systems, 
information technology, and services for 
under-addressed communities 
keywords: indigenous, digital archives, 
information management, collaboration
PAPer SeSSion #3 
Session Chair: Brian Cantwell Smith 
Thursday, 4:00 - 5:30 pm 
Location: De Neve Plaza, Rm B
the role of the Arts in an iSchool  
education
Robert Heckman and Jaime Snyder
Syracuse University; rheckman@syr.edu
topics: nature and scope of iSchools 
and iResearch, other 
keywords: arts, aesthetics, iprofessionals
Community identity: Peer Prestige  
and Academic hiring in the iSchools
Andrea Wiggins, Michael J. McQuaid,  
and Lada A. Adamic
Syracuse University;  
University of Michigan; awiggins@syr.edu
topics: nature and scope of iSchools 
and iResearch 
keywords: identity, community,  
prestige, hiring
“Just me in a Closet with a Computer”: 
Student Perceptions of undergraduate 
information technology Programs 
Heekyung Choi
University of Illinois at Urbana- 
Champaign; hchoi8.uiuc@gmail.com
topics: nature and scope of iSchools 
and iResearch 
keywords: informatics, IT education
taylor’s value-added model:  
Still relevant after All these years
Michael B. Eisenberg and Lee Dirks
University of Washington;  
Microsoft Corp; mbe@u.washington.edu
topics: nature and scope of iSchools 
and iResearch 
keywords: value-added, information 
theory, design, information technology, 
systems
PAPer SeSSion #4 
Session Chair: Marcia Bates 
Friday, 8:30 - 10:00 am 
Location: Covel Commons, Northridge Rm
Privacy and Participation in ubiquitous 
information Systems: information ethics 
when mobile Phones are Sensors
Katie Shilton, Jeff Burke, Deborah Estrin, 
Mark Hansen and Mani Srivastava
University of California, Los Angeles; 
kshilton@ucla.edu
topics: information assurance and  
security, information policy, ethics and 
law, information technology and services 
for under-addressed communities 
keywords: ubiquitous computing, priva-
cy, ethics, embedded networked sensing
technical authorship: refiguring the 
Designer-user Conflict and the vision-
ing of Collective technical Futures
Marisa Leavitt Cohn, Susan Elliott Sim,  
and Kavita Philip
University of California, Irvine;  
mlcohn@ics.uci.edu
topics: information technology and ser-
vices for under-addressed communities 
keywords: authorship, user-centered 
design, STS, software
the d-School in the i-School:  
hCi and Design research
John M. Carroll, S. R. Haynes, F. E. Ritter, 
M. B. Rosson, and X. L. Zhang
Pennsylvania State University;  
jmcarroll@psu.edu
topics: other 
keywords: i-School, d-School, identity, 
interdisciplinarity, human-computer 
interaction
in the Spirit of Collaborating
Michael Nilan and Michael D’Eredita
Syracuse University; mnilan@syr.edu
topics: other 
keywords: cognitive, social cognition, 
collaborating, communicating,  
information use
PAPer SeSSion #5 
Session Chair: Olivia Frost 
Friday, 8:30 - 10:00 am 
Location: Covel Commons, South Bay Rm
understanding del.icio.us tag Choice 
using Simulations
Rick Wash and Emilee Rader
University of Michigan; rwash@umich.edu
Topics: information organization 
Keywords: delicious tagging KM
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Approaches to Semantic markup  
for natural heritage literatures
Hong Cui
University of Arizona;  
hongcui@email.arizona.edu
topics: community techologies and 
networking, information organization, 
information management, information 
technology, and services for under- 
addressed communities 
keywords: natural heritage literature, 
semantic markup, taxonomists, machine 
learning
reframing book Publishing in the  
Age of networking
Jana Bradley and Heather Vokac
University of Arizona;  
janabrad@email.arizona.edu
topics: community technologies and 
networking, cultural information sys-
tems, information technology, and ser-
vices for under-addressed communities 
keywords: electronic publishing, 
emerging publishers, publishing in  
the 21st century
PAPer SeSSion #6 
Session Chair: Stephen Hirtle  
Friday, 8:30 - 10:00 am 
Location: Covel Commons, West Coast Rm
An exploration of the use of Games  
in virtual Worlds for online education
Martha Garcia-Murillo and Ian MacInnes
Syracuse University; mgarciam@syr.edu
topics: other 
keywords: online education, virtual 
worlds, Gee’s learning principles
information Practices to Sustain  
knowledge building: the Case of the 
virtual math teams online Community
Johann Sarmiento and Gerry Stahl
Drexel University; jsarmi@drexel.edu
topics: community techologies and 
networking, information infrastructure 
development, other 
keywords: information practices, social 
computing, knowledge building, com-
puter-supported collaborative learning
Designing e-learning Games on  
Cellphones to Promote language  
learning and literacy in the  
Developing World
Matthew Kam
University of California, Berkeley;  
mattkam@cs.berkeley.edu
topics: cultural information systems, 
information technology and services for 
under-addressed communities 
keywords: cellphone, developing world, 
games, e-learning, literacy,
information Dissemination and informa-
tion Assurance in vehicular networks
Prashant Krishnamurthy
University of Pittsburgh; prashk@pitt.edu
topics: community techologies and 
networking, information assurance, and 
security 
keywords: vehicular network, commu-
nity network, information assurance
PAPer SeSSion #7 
Session Chair: Harry Bruce 
Friday, 10:30 am - noon 
Location: De Neve Plaza, Rm B
reconsidering the Practical Application 
of Facets on the Web
Kathryn La Barre
University of Illinois at Urbana- 
Champaign; kathryn.labarre@gmail.com
topics: information organization 
keywords: faceted analysis, metadata, 
resource description
the Social (tagging) Act of reading
Cheryl Knott Malone
University of Arizona;  
ckmalone@u.arizona.edu
topics: information organization 
keywords: social tagging, metadata
Frbr as an interdisciplinary  
high-middle range theory
Allen H. Renear, David S. Dubin,  
and Cheryl Malone
University of Illinois at Urbana- 
Champaign; University of Arizona;  
renear@uiuc.edu
topics: information organization 
keywords: metadata, resource descrip-
tion, FRBR
PAPer SeSSion #8 
Session Chair: Debra Richardson 
Friday, 1:30 - 3:00 pm 
Location: Covel Commons, Northridge Rm
ethics and the undergraduate
Paul Conway, Toni Carbo,  
and Lynette Kvasny
University of Michigan;  
University of Pittsburgh;  
Pennsylvania State University;  
pconway@umich.edu
topics: information policy, ethics and law 
keywords: information ethics, under-
graduate education, pedagogy, informa-
tion policy, social justice
PAPer SeSSion #9 
Session Chair: Bruce Kingma 
Friday, 1:30 - 3:00 pm 
Location: Covel Commons, West Coast Rm
Community informatics
Kate Williams, Joan Durrance,  
Howard Rosenbaum, and John Carroll
University of Illinois;  
University of Michigan;  
Indiana University; katewill@uiuc.edu
topics: community techologies and 
networking, information infrastructure 
development, information technology 
and services for under-addressed  
communities, nature and scope of 
iSchools and iResearch 
keywords: community, community  
informatics, memory, datasets,  
outcomes, curriculum
PAPer SeSSion #10 
Session Chair: Doug Oard 
Friday, 1:30 - 3:00 pm 
Location: De Neve Plaza B
Whose Data Do you trust?  
integrity issues in the Preservation  
of Scientific Data
Matthew S. Mayernik, Jillian C. Wallis, 
Alberto Pepe, and Christine L. Borgman
University of California, Los Angeles;  
mattmayernik@ucla.edu
topics: information assurance and secu-
rity, information infrastructure develop-
ment, preserving digital information 
keywords: data science, data integrity, 
data curation, cyberinfrastructure, data 
reuse
the role of e-infrastructures in the 
transformation of research Practices 
and outcomes
Eric T. Meyer, Ralph Schroeder,  
and William H. Dutton
University of Oxford;  
eric.meyer@oii.ox.ac.uk
topics: information infrastructure  
development, information policy,  
ethics and law 
keywords: e-Research, cyberinfrastruc-
ture, e-Social Science, social shaping
event-Driven Productivity infrastructure
Hugh Taylor
Microsoft Corp; htaylor@microsoft.com
topics: information organization,  
information management 
keywords: EDA, event-driven architec-
ture, productivity infrastructure
An exploration of the life Cycle of 
eScience Collaboratory Data
Jillian C. Wallis, Matthew S. Mayernik, 
Alberto Pepe, and Christine L. Borgman
University of California, Los Angeles;  
jwallisi@ucla.edu
topics: information infrastructure  
development, information management 
keywords: data life cycle,  
cyberinfrastructure
Paper Sessions
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Wildcard
WilDCArD SeSSion #1 
Session Chair: Jimmy Lin  
Thursday, 2:00 - 3:30 pm 
Location: Covel Commons, West Coast Rm
is there a Cloud in your Future?  
Applications of “Cloud Computing”  
to Web-scale Problems
Jimmy Lin
University of Maryland; jimmylin@umd.edu
topics: information infrastructure de-
velopment, information technology and 
services for under-addressed communi-
ties, nature and scope of iSchools and 
iResearch 
keywords: cloud computing
WilDCArD SeSSion #2 
Session Chair: Jean-François Blanchette  
Thursday, 2:00 - 3:30 pm 
Location: Covel Commons, South Bay Rm
Author meets Critics: Sandra braman
Jean-François Blanchette, Sandra Braman, 
Steve Jackson, Leah Lievrouw,  
and Milton Mueller
University of California, Los Angeles;  
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee;  
University of Michigan;  
Syracuse University; blanchette@ucla.edu
topics: information policy, ethics and law 
keywords: information policy, law, author 
meets critics, inter-disciplinarity, Sandra 
Braman
WilDCArD SeSSion #3 
Session Chair: Alpha Selene DeLap  
Thursday, 2:00 - 3:30 pm 
Location: Covel Commons, Sycamore Rm
how Public is the internet?  
A Conversation on the nature of  
human interactions on-line and the 
implications for research methods
Alpha Selene DeLap and Phillip M. Edwards
University of Washington;  
adelap@u.washington.edu
topics: information policy, ethics and law, 
keywords: ethics, public and private uses 
of the Internet, Web 2.0 technologies, IRB, 
online research
WilDCArD SeSSion #4 
Session Chair: David Ribes  
Thursday, 2:00 - 3:30 pm 
Location: Covel Commons, Northridge Rm
narratives of engagement: Working  
at the intersections of information,  
Social, and Domain Science
David Ribes, Christine Borgman,  
Thomas Finholt, Karen Baker,  
Geoffrey Bowker
University of Michigan; dribes@umich.edu
topics: nature and scope of iSchools and 
iResearch, other 
keywords: collaboration, engagement, 
social/information science
WilDCArD SeSSion #5 
Session Chair: Ramesh Srinivasan  
Thursday, 4:00 - 5:30 pm 
Location: Covel Commons, South Bay Rm
bridging Discourses: exploring the  
relationship between information  
technologies and international  
Development
Ramesh Srinivasan, Steven Jackson,  
Tapan Parikh, and Jessica Wallack
University of California, Los Angeles;  
University of Michigan;  
University of California, Berkeley;  
University of California, San Diego;  
Center for Development Finance, India; 
srinivasan@ucla.edu
topics: community techologies and 
networking, cultural information systems, 
information technology and services for 
under-addressed communities 
keywords: development, international, 
information society, microfinance, com-
munity
WilDCArD SeSSion #6 
Session Chair: Derek L. Hansen  
Thursday, 4:00 - 5:30 pm 
Location: Covel Commons, West Coast Rm
iSchools and undergraduate education
Derek L. Hansen, Susan M. Bonzi,  
Lori Kendall, and David W. McDonald
University of Maryland;  
Syracuse University; University of Illinois at 
Urbana-Champaign;  
University of Washington;  
shakmatt@gmail.com
topics: nature and scope of iSchools and 
iResearch 
keywords: undergraduate education
WilDCArD SeSSion #7 
Session Chair: Tatjana Aparac-Jelusic  
Thursday, 4:00 - 5:30 pm 
Location: De Neve Plaza, Sycamore Rm
iSchools in Central and South europe: 
Developments and Challenges of  
Cooperation
Tatjana Aparac-Jelusic, Christian Schloegl, 
Maja Zumer, and Anna Maria Tamamro
University of Zadar, Croatia (Hrvatska); 
taparac@unizd.hr
topics: nature and scope of iSchools and 
iResearch 
keywords: ischools, Central and South 
Europe, education policy, curricula  
development, distance education,  
cooperation in iEducation
WilDCArD SeSSion #8 
Session Chair: Richard James Cox  
Thursday, 4:00 - 5:30 pm 
Location: Bradley, Rm 217
Can iSchools Fulfill their mission  
without Archival Studies?
Richard James Cox, Ronald Larsen,  
Michèle V. Cloonan, and Anne J. Gilliland
University of Pittsburgh School;  
Simmons College; University of California,  
Los Angeles; rjcox111@comcast.net
topics: cultural information systems, 
preserving digital information, other 
keywords: archives, preservation,  
heritage, memory, curation
WilDCArD SeSSion #9 
Session Chair: Alla Zollers 
Friday, 8:30 - 10:00 am 
Location: De Neve Plaza, Rm B
research Perspectives on Social tagging
Alla Zollers, Tony Moore, Lilly Nguyen,  
Terrell Russell, Fred Stutzman  
and Nicole Ellison
University of California, Los Angeles;  
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill; 
Michigan State University; 
alla.zollers@ucla.edu
topics: Ccommunity techologies and  
networking, information organization 
keywords: tags, social tagging, social 
classification, social software
WilDCArD SeSSion #10 
Session Chair: Susan Leigh Star 
Friday, 8:30 - 10:00 am 
Location: De Neve Plaza, Rm A
iSchool Proposal for themed Wildcard 
Session on new information Systems 
methods
Susan Leigh Star, Marina Jirotka,  
Jack Whalen, and Scout Calvert
Santa Clara University; Oxford University; 
Xerox PARC; University of California,  
Santa Cruz; slstar@scu.edu
topics: nature and scope of iSchools and 
iResearch 
keywords: methods, assessment, STS
Wildcard & roundtable Sessions
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WilDCArD SeSSion #11 
Session Chair: Jim Jansen 
Friday, 10:30 am - noon 
Location: Covel Commons, Northridge Rm
Chi, iCiS, SiGir and numerous other 
outlets that won’t accept my work:  
the Perils of Publishing  
multidisciplinary research?
Jim Jansen, Howard Rosenbaum,  
Mark Ackerman, and Elizabeth D. Liddy
Pennsylvania State Universityy;  
Indiana University; University of Michigan;  
Syracuse University; jjansen@acm.org
topics: nature and scope of iSchools and 
iResearch, other 
keywords: publishing, multidisciplinary 
research
WilDCArD SeSSion #12 
Session Chair: M. Cameron Jones 
Friday, 10:30 am - noon 
Location: Covel Commons, West Coast Rm
mapping the Design Space of Design 
education in iSchools
M. Cameron Jones, Ingbert R. Floyd,  
Michael B. Twidale, Piotr D. Adamczyk,  
and John Carroll
University of Illinois at Urbana- 
Champaign; Pennsylvania State University; 
mjones2@uiuc.edu
topics: nature and scope of iSchools  
and iResearch 
keywords: design, design thinking,  
education, pedagogy
WilDCArD SeSSion #13 
Session Chair: Michael D. Crandall 
Friday, 10:30 am - noon 
Location: Covel Commons, South Bay Rm
let’s get wild: Building a national  
research and Service Agenda for Com-
munity technologies and networking
Michael D. Crandall, Karen Fisher,  
Karine Barzilai-Nahon, and Robert Mason
University of Washington;  
mikecran@u.washington.edu
topics: community techologies and 
networking, information technology and 
services for under-addressed communities 
keywords: community technologies, 
research, impact, society
WilDCArD SeSSion #14 
Session Chair: Daniela Karin Rosner 
Friday, 10:30 am - noon 
Location: De Neve Plaza, Rm A
info-scavengers
Daniela Karin Rosner, Kevin Mateo Lim, 
and Hannes Hesse
University of California, Berkeley;  
daniela@ischool.berkeley.edu
topics: information organization, other 
keywords: immersive games, information 
retrieval, performance, alternative reality 
games
WilDCArD SeSSion #15 
Session Chair: Frederic D. Stutzman 
Friday, 1:30 - 3:00 pm 
Location: De Neve Plaza, Rm A
okay, Facebook me: exploring  
behavior, motivations and uses  
in Social network Sites
Frederic D. Stutzman, Danah Boyd,  
Alice Marwick, and Cliff Lampe
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill; 
University of California, Berkeley;  
New York University;  
Michigan State University;  
fred@metalab.unc.edu
topics: community technologies and 
networking, other 
keywords: social networks, facebook, 
myspace, social computing, identity
WilDCArD SeSSion #16 
Session Chair: Indira Rita Guzman 
Friday, 1:30 - 3:00 pm 
Location: Covel Commons,  
Grand Horizon Rm FG
What to Do with Geeks and nerds?  
A Collaborative Website Analysis  
Workshop
Kathryn Stam, Indira Rita Guzman,  
and Michael Scialdone
SUNY Institute of Technology;  
TUI University; Syracuse University;  
stmkath@gmail.com
topics: cultural information systems, 
other 
keywords: web research
WilDCArD SeSSion #17 
Session Chair: Michael B. Eisenberg 
Friday, 1:30 - 3:00 pm 
Location: Covel Commons, South Bay Rm
information Credibility: let’s get Serious 
(and have Some Fun too!)
Michael B. Eisenberg, Peyina Lin, Yuan Lin, 
R. David Lankes, Miriam Metzger,  
and Soo Young Rieh
University of Washington;  
Syracuse University;  
University of California, Santa Barbara; 
University of Michigan;  
mbe@u.washington.edu
topics: community techologies and 
networking, information infrastructure 
development, information technology and 
services for under-addressed communities 
keywords: information credibility,  
social networks, systems development, 
credibility.
roundtable
rounDtAble SeSSion #1 
Session Chair: Terry Weech 
Friday, 8:30 - 10:00 am 
Location: Covel Commons,  
Grand Horizon Rm B
the Globalization of education for  
Digital librarianship—implications  
for iSchools in north America
Terry Weech, Heather Moulaison,  
Tatjana Aparac-Jelusic, Stephen Downie, 
Michael Lesk, and Anne Maria Tammaro
University of Illinois; University of Zadar, 
Croatia (Hrvatska); University of Illinois at 
Urbana-Champaign;  Rutgers University; 
and University of Parma, Italy;  
weech@uiuc.edu
topics: information policy, ethics and 
law, nature and scope of iSchools and 
iResearch 
keywords: digital libraries, iSchools,  
education, international
rounDtAble SeSSion #2 
Session Chair: Clara M. Chu 
Friday, 8:30 - 10:00 am 
Location: Covel Commons,  
Grand Horizon Rm C
intersectionality and interdisciplinarity: 
information Studies and Studies  
of the “other”
Clara M. Chu
University of California, Los Angeles; 
cchu@ucla.edu
topics: nature and scope of iSchools and 
iResearch 
keywords: intersectionality, interdisciplin-
arity, research, education, the other
rounDtAble SeSSion #3 
Session Chair: Andrew T. Fiore 
Friday, 8:30 - 10:00 am 
Location: Covel Commons,  
Grand Horizon Rm D
mediating intimacy: navigating  
Friendships, Family ties, and  
romantic relationships with  
Communication technologies
Andrew T. Fiore, Coye Cheshire,  
and Christo Sims
University of California, Berkeley;  
atf@ischool.berkeley.edu
topics: community techologies and net-
working, cultural information systems 
keywords: intimacy, friendship, family, 
mediation, communication
Wildcard & roundtable Sessions
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rounDtAble SeSSion #4 
Session Chair: Scott Paquette 
Friday, 8:30 - 10:00 am 
Location: Covel, Grand Horizon Rm E
information Assurance, intelligence  
and Security: opportunities and  
Directions for Future research
Scott Paquette, Isabelle Fagnot,  
Kevin C. Desouza, Dave Yates,  
and Shuyuan Mary Ho
University of Maryland;  
Syracuse University;  
University of Washington;  
University of Southern California;  
spaquett@umd.edu
topics: information assurance and  
security, information management, nature 
and scope of iSchools and iResearch 
keywords: information security,  
assurance, intelligence
rounDtAble SeSSion #5 
Session Chair: Deborah Turner 
Friday, 8:30 - 10:00 am 
Location: Covel, Grand Horizon Rm FG
beyond the qualitative/quantitative 
Split: Alternate Forms of research  
in the information Space
Deborah Turner, Melanie Feinberg,  
Lisa Nathan, and Kris Unsworth
University of Washington;  
turned@u.washington.edu
topics: nature and scope of iSchools and 
iResearch 
keywords: research, methods, informa-
tion science
rounDtAble SeSSion #6 
Session Chair: Scott Nicholson 
Friday, 10:30 am - noon 
Location: Covel, Grand Horizon Rm B
Whose turn is it? research on  
Gaming in the iSchools
Scott Nicholson and Ian MacInnes
Syracuse University; srnichol@syr.edu
topics: community techologies and 
networking, information technology and 
services for under-addressed communities
keywords: gaming
rounDtAble SeSSion #7 
Session Chair: Eric Christopher Kansa 
Friday, 10:30 am - noon 
Location: Covel, Grand Horizon Rm C
iSchools in the Greater Community
Eric Christopher Kansa, Erik Wilde,  
and Raymond Yee
University of California, Berkeley;  
ekansa@ischool.berkeley.edu
topics: nature and scope of iSchools and 
iResearch 
keywords: iSchools, clinic, instruction, 
projects, collaboration, laboratory,  
incubation, university
rounDtAble SeSSion #8 
Session Chair: Carol L. Tilley 
Friday, 10:30 am - noon 
Location: Covel, Grand Horizon Rm D
young People and technologies:  
Fostering transformative experiences
Carol L. Tilley
University of Illinois at Urbana- 
Champaign; ctilley@uiuc.edu
topics: information technology and ser-
vices for under-addressed communities 
keywords: young people, information 
technology, 21st century literacies,  
professional education
rounDtAble SeSSion #9 
Session Chair: Melissa Rita Ho 
Friday, 10:30 am - noon 
Location: Covel, Grand Horizon Rm E
bridging the Divide between theory and 
Practice in iCt for Development
Melissa Rita Ho and  
Rajesh Veeraraghavan
University of California, Berkeley;  
mho@ischool.berkeley.edu
topics: information technology and 
services for under-addressed communi-
ties, nature and scope of iSchools and 
iResearch 
keywords: ictd ict4d development emerg-
ing regions
rounDtAble SeSSion #10 
Session Chair: Charles DuBois 
Friday, 10:30 am - noon 
Location: Covel, Grand Horizon Rm FG
information: transforming the World 
through better Communications
Charles DuBois, Ronald Dietel,  
Marlo Welshons, and Kelly Shaffer
Pennsylvania State University,  
University of California, Los Angeles;  
University of Illinois at Urbana- 
Champaign; University of Pittsburgh; 
dietel@cse.ucla.edu
topics: cultural information systems, 
information infrastructure development, 
information organization, nature and 
scope of iSchools and iResearch, other 
keywords: communications, mentor-
ing, professional development, writing, 
speaking
rounDtAble SeSSion #11 
Session Chair: Nancy Van House 
Friday, 1:30 - 3:00 pm 
Location: Covel, Grand Horizon Rm B
Science and technology Studies  
(StS) in iSchools
Nancy Van House,  
Jean-François Blanchette,  
Christine L. Borgman, Leah Lievrouw, 
Susan Leigh Star, and Judy Weedman
University of California, Berkeley;  
University of California, Los Angeles;  
Santa Clara University;  
San Jose State University;  
vanhouse@ischool.berkeley.edu
topics: nature and scope of iSchools and 
iResearch 
keywords: STS, methods, theory, IS
rounDtAble SeSSion #12 
Session Chair: Saira Naim Haque 
Friday, 1:30 - 3:00 pm 
Location: Covel, Grand Horizon Rm C
the role of iSchools in  
medical informatics
Saira Naim Haque,  
Carsten Svarr Oesterlund,  
and Madhu C. Reddy
Syracuse University; Pennsylvania State 
University; snhaque@syr.edu
topics: information infrastructure devel-
opment, information management, nature 
and scope of iSchools and iResearch 
keywords: health informatics; iSchool
rounDtAble SeSSion #13 
Session Chair: John Yen 
Friday, 1:30 - 3:00 pm 
Location: Covel, Grand Horizon Rm D
Social network Analysis
John Yen, Lee Giles, Hank Foley,  
Lada Adamic, Filippo Menczer,  
Haizheng Wang, Andrea Tapia,  
Marc Smith, Alessandro Vespigani,  
and Brian Smith
Pennsylvania State University;  
University of Michigan; Indiana University; 
Microsoft Corp; jyen@ist.psu.edu
topics: community techologies and  
networking 
keywords: social network; community; 
network analysis
rounDtAble SeSSion #14 
Session Chair: Sean A. Munson 
Friday, 1:30 - 3:00 pm 
Location: Covel, Grand Horizon Rm E
training, integration, and identity:  
A roundtable Discussion of  
undergraduate and Professional  
master’s Programs in iSchools
Libby Hemphill and Sean A. Munson
University of Michigan; libbyh@umich.edu
topics: nature and scope of iSchools and 
iResearch 
keywords: iSchools, research, education, 
professional students
roundtable Sessions
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